
335-312YW / 27600229 

335-37YW / 27603353 

119 / 276007431 

184GY / 27601142 

Durable dust pan snap-locks in use and 
releases to dump or carry. Pan conforms 
to the floor's surface. Handle hanger hold 
for easy storage.  

3255 / 276032551 

35 Quart Splash Guard Mop Bucket 
and SW12 Side-Press Wringer 

35 Quart Splash Guard Mop Bucket 
and SW7 Down-Press Wringer 

Durable, balanced bucket with 3” 
non-marking casters and SW12 side-
press wringer for use with 12-32oz 
mops. Wringer ergonomic handle 
design for leverage and comfort.  

Durable, balanced bucket with 3” 
non-marking casters and SW7 down-
press wringer for use with 16-32oz 
mops.  Wringer extended handle 
design for leverage and comfort and 
Utilizes gears to increase leverage 
and reduce fatigue. 

Multi-use easel floor sign with two sides of 
imprinted, multilingual messages. Connect 
multiple signs with barrier chains or tape to 
cordon off an area. 

"Caution" Wet Floor Sign 119 

Janitor Cart 

The workhorse of the industry!  
Designed to accommodate 
and organize tools, and 
supplies.  Over-sized wheels 
and casters make this cart a 
logical choice for healthcare, 
airports, convention centers, 
theaters, shopping centers, 
etc.   Vinyl bag included.  

23 Gallon Wall Huggers™  

Built of durable plastic, these 
receptacles work efficiently in tight 
spaces. Their sleek, attractive design 
holds 23 gallons of trash, but protrudes 
less than 1’ from the wall. Designed with 
smooth, seamless construction for easy 
cleaning and prolonged life.  At 30” 
tall, these receptacles make for great 

placement under tables. Gray. 

8322GY / 276083201 
Huskee Dolly™  

Twist-on, twist-off Dolly converts a 
stationary trash can into a mobile tool. 
It fits Continental Huskee and Rubbermaid Brute 20, 32, 44 
and 55 gallon cans.  Features five, 3" non-marking swivel 
casters. 

Molded of engineered resins with 
seamless construction, the Huskee 
is a strong, long lasting 
receptacle.   Bag Cinch feature 
eliminates the need to tie knots in 

the can liner.  NSF.  Gray.  

Huskee® Round Receptacles 
Available by the each 

912BK / 276009121  Lobby Dust Pan 

32 Gallon  3200GY / 276031801   Lids  3201GY / 276012791 
44 Gallon  4444GY / 276044451   Lids  4445GY / 276013361 

55 Gallon  5500GY / 276085071   Lids  5501GY / 276085061 

Splash Guard™ Side-Press Wringer 

for use with 12-32oz mops. Wringer ergonomic 
handle design for leverage and comfort.  

SW12YW / 276002251 

226-312YW / 27602275 

26 Quart Splash Guard Mop Bucket 
and SW12 Side-Press Wringer 

625 S. Smith Rd #11 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

480-264-4844 
service1stdistribution.com 


